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CONTROLLED QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION WITHTHREE-PHOTON POLARIZATION-ENTANGLED STATES VIATHE COLLECTIVE NOISE CHANNELLi Dong a;b, Xiao-Ming Xiu a;b*, Ya-Jun Gao b, Xue-Xi Yi a**aShool of Physis and Optoeletroni Tehnology, Dalian University of TehnologyDalian 116024, P. R. ChinabDepartment of Physis, Shool of Mathematis and Physis, Bohai UniversityJinzhou 121013, P. R. ChinaReeived January 27, 2011Using three-photon polarization-entangled GHZ states or W states, we propose ontrolled quantum key distri-bution protools for irumventing two main types of olletive noise, olletive dephasing noise, or olletiverotation noise. Irrespetive of the number of ontrollers, a three-photon state an generate a one-bit seretkey. The storage tehnique of quantum states is dispensable for the ontroller and the reeiver, and it thereforeallows performing the proess in a more onvenient mode. If the photon ost in a seurity hek is disregarded,then the e�ieny theoretially approahes unity.1. INTRODUCTIONThe two reent deades have witnessed rapid deve-lopment in the theory and pratie of quantum om-muniation. As a relatively mature tehnique, quan-tum key distribution (QKD) enables two legitimateusers to establish a shared seret string of bits as akey for enrypting and derypting seret information.In 1984, Bennett and Brassard put forward the pio-neering four-state QKD protool, BB84 [1℄, whih isthe �rst unonditionally seure key distribution proto-ol. Dereasing the pratial omplexity and halvingthe idealized maximum e�ieny of BB84, Bennettpresented a protool with two nonorthogonal states in1992, B92 [2℄. Both these protools are based on single-partile states. In 1991, Ekert proposed a QKD pro-tool based on Einstein�Podolsky�Rosen (EPR) pairs,E91 [3℄. In 1992, by simplifying the ompliated Bellinequality to two sets of nonorthogonal bases in theseurity hek, Bennett et al. modi�ed the E91 pro-tool to BBM92 [4℄. Sine then, QKD has attratedextensive attention of the researhers and progressedquikly [5�16℄.Currently, photons are promising andidates for*E-mail: xiuxiaomingdl�126.om**E-mail: yixx�dlut.edu.n

arriers of quantum information beause they areheap, fast, and interat weakly with the environment.But in atual appliations, the polarization of pho-tons is prone to be in�uened by thermal and mehan-ial �utuations and the imperfetions of a quantumhannel (e. g., the inhomogeneity of the atmosphere infree spae, the birefringene in an optial �ber, mis-alignment of the referene frame, and bakward emis-sion [17℄), whih an be generally regarded as hannelnoise.When the noise between the information arriersand the environment is su�iently weak, the errorarises with a low probability. Using a quantum errororretion ode, the partiipants utilize several physi-al bits as one logial bit aording to the speial noise,and then detet the stabilizer odes and orret themaording to the deteted result [18�20℄. Entanglementpuri�ation [21�25℄ is also a method of error orre-tion, whih an ahieve a subset of maximally entan-gled states from an entangled system after in�nite op-erations.There is a general assumption about the noise, theunitary olletive noise model, in whih the spatial(temporal) separation between the �rst and the lasttransmitted photons is smaller than the orrelationlength (time) of the environment. For instane, if thephotons are nearly simultaneously transmitted or are671



Li Dong, Xiao-Ming Xiu, Ya-Jun Gao, Xue-Xi Yi ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 4 (10), 2011su�iently lose to eah other in spae, the e�et ofthe noise on eah photon is idential, that is, the errorof the physial hannel is olletive. We suppose that aunitary transformation U(t) is an overall time-depen-dent ation on a single photon, suh that the wholee�et of this kind of noise on the physial system anbe represented as [26℄�N ! [U(t)℄
N�N [U(t)y℄
N ; (1)where t is the transmission time and N is the numberof photons.In order to ope with the olletive noise, somenoise models were onstruted and many methods werestudied to remove or derease the noise. An ati-ve-feedbak alignment system [27℄ an be adopted toonquer this kind of noise, in whih the partiipantsdetet the noise onseutively and perform instantself-ompensation aording to the evaluated result ofnoise. But this method is di�ult to realize beauseit interrupts the transmission proess. Furthermore, ifthe performing ompensation is slower than the varia-tion of noise, the method does not work.Based on the phase di�erene of single photonsin two onseutive time bins, the phase-time odingQKD shemes under noise an be ahieved with un-balaned interferometers (Mah�Zehnder interferome-ters) [2, 28℄, in whih very demanding setups and ondi-tions (e. g., omplex interferometri setups, high prei-sion timing, and stable low temperatures) are requiredto adjust the di�erene. Exploiting the Faraday ortho-onjugation e�et, the noise due to polarization �u-tuations an be automatially and passively irum-vented [29℄. However, this requires two-way ommuni-ation [30, 31℄, whih makes the method vulnerable toa Trojan horse attak.For solving the problem of bit-�ip error, Bouwmee-ster [32℄ proposed a rejeting error sheme that an beimplemented probabilistially based on parity hek.Kalamidas [33℄ proposed a single-photon error-rejetionsheme with the suess probability 100%, in whihfast polarization modulator (Pokels ells) adds theoperational di�ulties. With an auxiliary photon ina �xed polarization state and deterministi two-qubitoperation, Yamamoto et al. [34℄ proposed a protool re-sisting olletive noise with the probability 12.5%. Em-ploying only passive linear optial elements, the shemein [35℄ an be realized with probability 50%.Invoking the Bell state and linear optis, Wang [36℄proposed a quantum error-rejetion sheme based onthe idea of the quantum error orretion ode whereonly three qubits are required to orret error. The

sheme requires a postseletion measurement for ol-letive respondene of three outlets, and the orres-ponding experiment was performed in [37℄. Similarto BB84, the two-qubit QKD sheme proposed in [38℄an tolerate error rate up to 26% if only symmetriand independent errors our on the individual qubit.Without olletive quantum measurement or quantummemory, Wang [39℄ proposed a QKD sheme to oun-terhek an arbitrary olletive unitary noise. Due tothe parity hek, these shemes are only implementedwith probability.When the noise shows some symmetry, regardlessof its strength and weakness, there exist some quantumstates that are invariant under this kind of noise andan be applied to protet quantum information. TheHilbert spae with this property is alled a deoherene-free subspae (DFS); it an be extended by manyother degrees of freedom (DOFs), suh as the timeDOF [40�42℄, the spatial DOF [43�46℄, and the fre-queny DOF [47, 48℄.Using the phase�time entanglement between twophotons, Walton et al. [40℄ proposed a QKD shemeagainst dephasing noise. With the tag operation forenoding (time delay of one of the polarization modes),Boileau et al. [41℄ proposed a ommuniation protoolwithout a shared spatial referene frame and preisetiming. A orresponding experiment was ompletedin [42℄. By hanging the order of transmitting pho-tons, the authors of [43℄ presented the shemes withthree or four photons to remove the olletive rotationnoise. Similarly, the spatial DOF was used to obvi-ate the olletive noise [44�46℄. Using the frequenyDOF, a fault-tolerant ommuniation with the proba-bility 50% was proposed in [48℄. Moreover, the orbitalangular momentum DOF [49℄ and the transverse spa-tial mode DOF [50℄ an also be used to realize ommu-niation.With four-photon states, Bourennane et al. [51℄ pro-posed a sheme to transmit one-bit seret informationfor overoming the rotation error. Considering thepratial implementations of QKD sheme in DFS, adeoy method is proposed in [52℄ to keep o� the photon-number-splitting attak.In an ideal quantum hannel, there exist some mul-ti-user QKD protools [13�16℄ in whih the partiipantsare introdued to ontrol the ommuniation proessbetween senders and reeivers. A seure and e�ientontrolled QKD sheme with re�ned data analysis wasproposed in [15℄, in whih the ontroller transmits twopartiles in a GHZ state to two ommuniators andretains one.In this paper, taking olletive noise into aount,672



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 4 (10), 2011 Controlled quantum key distribution : : :we propose two ontrolled quantum key distributionprotools in whih the sender transmits two photons ina three-photon entangled state as a unit through theontroller to the reeiver and a one-bit seret key anbe generated. The two expliit protools against ol-letive dephasing noise or olletive rotation noise arepresented in Se. 2. In Se. 3, we analyze the seurityof the above QKD protools. Our work is onludedwith the disussion and summary in Se. 4.2. CONTROLLED QUANTUM KEYDISTRIBUTION PROTOCOLS AGAINSTCOLLECTIVE DEPHASING NOISE ORCOLLECTIVE ROTATION NOISEAn arbitrary olletive random unitary noise on thetransmission photons in the polarization state an bewritten as [39℄U jHi = os � jHi+ ei� sin � jV i ;U jV i = ei(���)(� sin � jHi+ ei� os � jV i); (2)where jHi (jV i) is the horizontal (vertial) polariza-tion state. In general, it is not a method to make aunitary ompensation on eah photon in a transmis-sion sequene beause the noise parameters �, �, and� on the di�erent photons �utuate with time asyn-hronously. But the situation may be di�erent if twoor more qubits are onsidered simultaneously, that is,the olletive assumption is introdued, and hene afault-tolerant ommuniation an be realized.We �rst onsider a speial example where the han-nel noise mainly originates in the olletive dephasingnoise, that is, the parameter � is equal to zero and theparameter � is not restrited, and hene the e�et ofthe noise on a polarization photon is given byjHi Udn���! jHi; jV i Udn���! ei�jV i: (3)It is well known that three-partile entangled statesan be lassi�ed into two lasses, the GHZ and Wstates [53℄, whih are inequivalent beause they annotbe onverted to eah other under stohasti loal oper-ations and lassial ommuniation. We an perform aontrolled quantum key distribution against olletivedephasing noise.There are four GHZ states that an irumventolletive dephasing noise if photons fB1; B2g passthrough the equal distane in the quantum hannel:

j�1i = 1p2(jHHV i+ jV V Hi)AB1B2 == 12(j+++i � j+��i+ j�+�i �� j� �+i)AB1B2 ;j�2i = 1p2(jHHV i �� jV V Hi)AB1B2 == 12(j++�i � j+�+i+ j�++i �� j� ��i)AB1B2 ;j�3i = 1p2(jHVHi+ jV HV i)AB1B2 == 12(j+++i � j+��i+ j� �+i �� j�+�i)AB1B2 ;j�4i = 1p2(jHVHi �� jV HV i)AB1B2 == 12(j+�+i � j++�i+ j�++i �� j� ��i)AB1B2 ;
(4)

wherej+i = 1p2 (jHi+ jV i) ; j�i = 1p2 (jHi � jV i) :The partiipants an selet any two of the above statesto perform ontrolled QKD to overome olletive de-phasing noise. We suppose that the sender, Alie,wishes to share a seret key with the reeiver, Bob,in the harge of a ontroller, Charlie.1. Alie prepares a large number of GHZ states ex-pressed by Eq. (4), whose number is larger than thebinary key length. Without loss of generality, we sup-pose that they are in the state j�1i. She puts thesephotons into two sequenes. One is the A sequene(photons fAg) and the other is the B sequene (pho-tons fB1; B2g). Alie keeps the A sequene and sendsthe B sequene to Charlie.2. After the reeipt of the B sequene, Charlie per-forms ontrol operations (unitary transformations Ui(i = 1; 2)) on eah photon pair randomly, whereU1 = IB1 
 IB2 ; U2 = (�z)B1 
 IB2 ; (5)whih an hange the original states asU1 j�1i = j�1i ; U2 j�1i = j�2i : (6)Then Charlie randomly selets some photon pairs asthe heking photons and sends the other photons toBob.4 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 4 (10) 673



Li Dong, Xiao-Ming Xiu, Ya-Jun Gao, Xue-Xi Yi ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 4 (10), 20113. Charlie heks the seurity of the distributionproess between Alie and himself; this is the �rst se-urity hek. He randomly performs the fjHi; jV ig 

 fjHi; jV ig basis or the fj+i; j�ig 
 fj+i; j�ig basismeasurements on the heking photons, and announesthe position and the measurement bases, after whihAlie performs measurements using the same bases onthe orresponding photons and announes the measure-ment results. If their measurement results omply withEq. (4), there is no eavesdropping on the line. Other-wise, they abandon and restart.4. After reeiving the B sequene, Bob ran-domly performs the fjHi; jV ig 
 fjHi; jV ig basis orthe fj+i; j�ig
fj+i; j�ig basis measurements on eahphoton pair and registers the measurement results.5. Alie, Bob, and Charlie hek the seurity of thewhole distribution proess, whih is the seond seurityhek. Bob selets a subset of the B sequene as hek-ing photons, and the other photons are used as mes-sage photons. After Bob announes the position andthe measurement bases of the heking photons, Char-lie announes his unitary operations on them. ThenAlie performs the measurement using the bases ho-sen by Bob on heking photons and announes themeasurement results. Aording to Eqs. (4) and (6),Bob dedues the states of the heking photons, andompares their measurement results on them to judgewhether the quantum hannel is seure.6. If the distribution proess is seure, Alie andBob ommene to generate a seret key using the mes-sage photons. If Charlie agrees to the ommuniationbetween Alie and Bob, the information with refereneto ontrol operations is o�ered to Bob. After Bob an-nounes the instrution about her measurement basis(either the fjHi; jV ig basis or the fj+i; j�ig basis), Al-ie performs measurements. Consequently, she obtainsthe seret key aording to her measurement results,with jHi (j+i) orresponding to seret key �0� and jV i(j�i) orresponding to seret key �1�. Based on Char-lie's information and his own measurement results, Boban dedue Alie's measurement results and extrat theseret key shared with Alie.As an example, a six-bit seret key generation pro-ess via the olletive dephasing noise hannel is illus-trated in Table 1, where the proess of seurity hekis not onsidered.In the other ase, for the quantum ommuniationin free spae, the dispersion of the transmitted photonsmay be small. Moreover, all elements in unitary noisean be onsidered real numbers and the rotation angle�, the swinging angle, may be large and random. In theextreme ase, we let � = 0 and all the noise model the

olletive rotation noise; its e�et on the polarizationstate an be expressed asjHi Urn���! os �jHi+ sin �jV i;jV i Urn���! � sin �jHi+ os �jV i: (7)The following four W states an be applied toirumvent olletive rotation noise when photonsfB1; B2g pass through the equal distane of a quan-tum hannel:j	1i = 1p2(jHi ���+�+ jV i �� ��)AB1B2 == 12[j+i (j+i jV i+ j�i jHi) + j�i (j+i jHi �� j�i jV i)℄AB1B2 ;j	2i = 1p2(jHi ���+��� jV i �� ��)AB1B2 == 12[j+i (j+i jHi � j�i jV i) + j�i (j+i jV i++ j�i jHi)℄AB1B2 ;j	3i = 1p2(jHi �� ��++ jV i ���+�)AB1B2 == 12[j+i (j+i jV i+ j�i jHi) + j�i (j�i jV i �� j+i jHi)℄AB1B2 ;j	4i = 1p2(jHi �� ���� jV i ���+�)AB1B2 == 12[j+i (j�i jV i � j+i jHi) + j�i (j+i jV i++ j�i jHi)℄AB1B2 :

(8)

Alie and Bob an extrat the seret key using stepssimilar to the above ones. But there are some di�er-enes. First, for irumventing the olletive rotationnoise, the state j	1i in Eq. (8) is prepared by the par-tiipants. Seond, the unitary operationsU1 = IB1 
 IB2 ; U2 = (�z)B1 
 (�z)B2 ; (9)are performed by Charlie to ontrol the ommunia-tion. Finally, after reeiving the B sequene, Bobrandomly performs the Bell basis or the fj+i; j�ig 

 fjHi; jV ig basis measurements on eah photon pairto hek the seurity or obtain the seret key (in-stead of the fjHi; jV ig 
 fjHi; jV ig basis or thefj+i; j�ig 
 fj+i; j�ig basis in a olletive dephasingnoise hannel).674



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 4 (10), 2011 Controlled quantum key distribution : : :Table 1. Example of a six-bit seret key generation proess via a olletive dephasing noise hannelThe state prepared by Alie j�1i j�1i j�1i j�1i j�1i j�1iCharlie's ontrol operation U1 U2 U2 U1 U2 U1The state between Alie and Bob j�1i j�2i j�2i j�1i j�2i j�1iBob's measurement basis ++ �� ++ �� �� ++Bob's measurement result jHV i j+�i jV Hi j � �i j++i jV HiAlie's measurement basis + � + � � +Alie's measurement result jHi j+i jV i j+i j�i jV iThe seret key 0 0 1 0 1 1Bob's measurement basis �++� represents the fjHi; jV ig 
 fjHi; jV ig basis; ���� represents the fj+i; j�ig 

fj+i; j�ig basis; Alie's measurement basis �+� represents the fjHi; jV ig basis; and ��� represents the fj+i; j�igbasis. Table 2. Example of a six-bit seret key generation proess via a olletive rotation noise hannelThe state prepared by Alie j	1i j	1i j	1i j	1i j	1i j	1iCharlie's ontrol operation U1 U2 U2 U1 U2 U1The state between Alie and Bob j	1i j	2i j	2i j	1i j	2i j	1iBob's measurement basis Bell �+ Bell �+ �+ BellBob's measurement result j�+i j+Hi j �i j �Hi j �Hi j �iAlie's measurement basis + � + � � +Alie's measurement result jHi j+i jV i j+i j�i jV iThe seret key 0 0 1 0 1 1Bob's measurement basis �Bell� represents the Bell basis; ��+� represents the fj+i; j�ig 
 fjHi; jV ig basis; Alie'smeasurement basis �+� represents the fjHi; jV ig basis; and ��� represents the fj+i; j�ig basis.
Alie Charlie BobMM ME Eve

B2B1A UiFig. 1. The diagram desribes the proesses of ommu-niation between two partiipants and eavesdropper'swiretapping. A, B1, and B2 denote the photons in theentangled state at Alie's site originally. M denotes themeasurement and Ui denotes the ontrol operationIn Table 2, a generation instane of a six-bit seretkey an be applied to interpret the deoding proessvia a olletive rotation noise hannel.

This protool an be used to overome the polar-ization rotation of transmitted photons. Moreover, itis unneessary for the partiipants to share the samereferene frame (e. g., a relative alignment of their lin-ear polarizers), whih an be realized via in�nite turnsin the quantum ommuniation and onsumes onsider-able resoures. In Fig. 1, we depit an implementationiruit to illustrate this ommuniation proess via theolletive noise hannel.3. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THECONTROLLED QUANTUM KEYDISTRIBUTION PROTOCOLSWe next disuss the seurity of the above distribu-tion protools from two standpoints. One is the eaves-dropping ation and the other is Bob's intention of de-nuding Charlie's ontrol.675 4*



Li Dong, Xiao-Ming Xiu, Ya-Jun Gao, Xue-Xi Yi ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 4 (10), 2011If an eavesdropper, Eve, wants to steal the seretkey, she may adopt the methods as follows.1. The interept-resend-measure attak. Eve in-terepts the photons transmitted to Charlie (Bob) andperforms measurements on them, and then resends fakephotons to Charlie (Bob), whih are in the states shemeasured. Eve an obtain the seret key aording toher measurement results and the publiized informa-tion from Bob and Charlie. In the �rst (seond) se-urity hek proess, if her measurement bases are thesame as those seleted by Charlie (Bob), Eve remainsundeteted. But if the measurement bases adopted byEve and Charlie (Bob) are di�erent, Eve's presene anbe deteted with the probability 50%. Hene, the totaldetet probability is 25%.2. The interept attak. Eve prepares photonsfE1; E2; E3g in the entangled states in Eqs. (4) or (8).She interepts and stores the transmitting photonsfB1; B2g from Alie, and sends photons fE2; E3g toCharlie. After Charlie publiizes his unitary opera-tions and Bob announes the measurement bases, Eveperforms the measurements on photons fB1; B2g andfE1g. Aording to her measurement results on pho-tons fB1; B2g (fE1g), Eve an share the seret key withAlie (Bob). It must be noted that the two sets of keysshared respetively by Alie�Eve and Bob�Eve are onlyidential with the probability (1=2)N (N is the numberof seret keys).However, the photons fE2; E3g do not entanglewith the photon fAg, and their measurement resultsare not orrelated. Hene, in the �rst seurity hekproess, Eve is deteted by Charlie with probability50%. If the eavesdropping attak is performed in thetransmission path from Charlie to Bob, then Alie andBob an detet it in the seond seurity hek proessbeause the photons fE2; E3g are not orrelated withthe photon fAg. Eve may onstrut the orrelation ofthe photons fE2; E3; Ag by performing her operationson fB1; B2; E1g, but this annot guarantee that Al-ie and Bob obtain the measurement results assoiatedwith Eq. (4) or Eq. (8). Moreover, Eve annot obtainthe seret key of Alie and Bob by these methods.3. The CNOT gate attak [54℄. Eve introdues aux-iliary photons and performs the CNOT gate operationon transmitted photons and auxiliary photons, wherebyshe obtains the seret key by measuring the auxiliaryphotons.For the �rst protool proposed in Se. 2, Eve per-forms the CNOT gate operations CB1E shown in Fig. 1on the photon fB1g and the photon fEg that is in thestate jHi, where the photon fB1g ats as the ontrol

bit and fEg ats as the target bit, whih an be repre-sented by jB1ijEi CNOT����! jB1ijE �B1i; (10)in the omputational basis. Afterwards, Eve performsan fjHi ; jV ig basis measurement on the photon fEg.It follows from Eq. (4) that the measurement resultsof Eve are always the same as Alie's in the basis offjHi ; jV ig.For the seond protool in Se. 2, Eve performs theCNOT gate operations CB1E and CB2E on the photonsfB1g, fB2g, and an auxiliary photon fEg. In the basisof fjHi ; jV ig, Eve's measurement results on the pho-ton fEg agree with Alie's, and hene Eve an obtainthe same seret key as Alie.In the �rst seurity hek, if only an fjHi ; jV ig ba-sis measurement is adopted by Alie and Charlie, Eveannot be deteted. But if the other heking basis,fj+i ; j�ig, is used by Alie and Charlie, then Eve isdeteted with the probability 50%. Hene, Eve is de-teted with the total probability 25%. If Eve performsCNOT operations between Charlie and Bob, she is alsodeteted with the total probability 25% in the seondseurity hek.On the other hand, if Bob wants to obtain the seretkey without the permission of Charlie, he may adoptthe following methods.1. The interept-measure method. Bob inter-epts the transmitted photons from Alie to Charlieand makes measurements randomly on them in thefjHi; jV ig or fj+i; j�ig basis and registers the mea-surement results. Then he resends fake photons toCharlie. Bob an obtain Alie's seret key without theontrol of Charlie aording to his measurement results.But in the �rst seurity hek, Charlie �nds that thereis a 25% error rate beause the measurement bases ofBob and himself are only idential with 50%. There-fore, he demands that Alie and Bob disard the seretkey.2. The CNOT gate method. Bob attempts to ob-tain Charlie's unitary operations by the CNOT gatemethod. For example, in the seond protool in Se. 2,Bob introdues an auxiliary photon fEg in the jHistate, and performs the CNOT gate operations CB2Etwie, before and after the photon fB2g arrives toCharlie. Then he performs an fjHi ; jV ig basis mea-surement on the photon fEg. Aording to Eq. (8), inthe basis fj+i; j�ig
fj+i; j�ig
fjHi; jV ig, if the uni-tary operation performed by Charlie is U1, then Bob'smeasurement result is jHi. If the unitary operationperformed by Charlie is U2, then Bob's measurement676



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 4 (10), 2011 Controlled quantum key distribution : : :result is jV i. Therefore, Bob an obtain the seret keywithout the ooperation of Charlie. But during the �rstseurity hek, Charlie then detets this with probabil-ity 25% (a 50% error rate in the Bell basis measure-ment and 0% error rate in the fj+i; j�ig 
 fjHi; jV igbasis measurement). Consequently, Charlie informs Al-ie and announes that the proess of sharing the seretkey is invalid. The onlusion is similar in the �rst pro-tool.Next, we onsider the ase where the two protoolsare in di�erent quantum noise hannels, that is, the�rst protool is in the olletive rotation noise hanneland the seond protool is in the olletive dephasingnoise hannel. We let the probability that is not af-feted by the transmission path be denoted by p0 andthe a�eted one by pe, with p0 + pe = 1.In the �rst protool, the quantum hannel is im-mune to olletive dephasing noise (Udn). But underthe olletive rotation noise (Urn), it hanges as1p2(jHHV i+ jV V Hi) Urn���! 1p2 �� os2 �(jHHV i+ jV V Hi)� 1p2 �� sin2 �(jHVHi+ jV HV i)�� 1p2 sin � os �(jHi+ jV i)�� (jHHi � jV V i);1p2(jHHV i � jV V Hi) Urn���! 1p2 �� os2 �(jHHV i � jV V Hi)�� 1p2 sin2 �(jHVHi � jV HV i)�� 1p2 sin � os �(jHi � jV i)(jHHi � jV V i);
(11)

and hene the hannel error rate an be alulated asPer = (1� os4 �)pe: (12)We now onsider the key error rate and the keygeneration rate. For the �rst term in Eq. (11), thequantum hannel is not hanged, and hene there isno error. For the seond term, aording to Eq. (4),there is no error when the fj+i; j�ig basis measure-ment is used, but a 100% error is introdued when thefjHi; jV ig basis measurement is seleted. As regardsthe third term, a 100% error is generated in both kindsof measurements. Therefore, the key error rate and the

key generation rate arePker = �1� os4 � � 12 sin4 �� pe;Pkgr = 1��1� os4 � � 12 sin4 �� pe: (13)In the seond protool, the quantum hannel is nota�eted by the olletive rotation noise (Urn), but isa�eted by the olletive dephasing noise (Udn):1p2(jHi ���+�+ jV i �� ��) Udn���!Udn���! 1p2ei�(os� jHi ���+��� i sin� jHi �����+ jV i �� ��) == 14ei�[(e�i� + 1)(j+�i+ j�+i) jHi++(ei� + 1)(j++i � j��i) jV i℄ ++ 14ei�[(e�i� � 1)(j++i+ j��i) jHi �� (ei� � 1)(j+�i � j�+i) jV i℄;1p2(jHi ���+��� jV i �� ��) Udn���! 1p2ei�(os� jHi ���+��� i sin� jHi ������ jV i �� ��) == 14ei�[(e�i� + 1)(j++i+ j��i) jHi �� (ei� + 1)(j+�i � j�+i) jV i℄ ++ 14ei�[(e�i� � 1)(j+�i+ j�+i) jHi++(ei� � 1)(j++i � j��i) jV i℄:
(14)

Consequently, the hannel error rate, the key error rate,and the key generation rate are given byPer = �1� 14(1 + os�)2� pe;Pker = 14(1� os�+ sin2 �)pe;Pkgr = 1� 14(1� os�+ sin2 �)pe: (15)The hannel error rate and the key generation rateof the two protools in the opposite noise hannel aredepited in Fig. 2. It an be seen that the key genera-tion rates are high in both protools when pe is small orwhen pe is large, but the noise parameters are � � 0; �and � � 0. Therefore, the present protool is workablewhen one kind of olletive noise is dominant and theother is small.677
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Fig. 2. The diagram depiting the hannel error rate and the key generation rate of two protools in the opposite noisehannel. The angle � (�) with unit � is the noise parameter of olletive rotation noise (olletive dephasing noise). a:the hannel error rate in the olletive dephasing noise hannel; b: the key generation rate in the olletive dephasing noisehannel; : the hannel error rate in the olletive rotation noise hannel; d: the key generation rate in the olletive rotationnoise hannel4. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARYIn this paper, we proposed the ontrolled QKD pro-tools for irumventing olletive dephasing noise orolletive rotation noise. In pratial appliations, thepartiipants may attempt to solve it with a olletivemode, in whih a ontrol swith is applied. They sendauxiliary photons via the quantum hannel (optial�ber or free spae) to test the e�ets of olletive de-phasing noise and olletive rotation noise. Aordingto the test result, they determine whih state shouldbe applied to realize the ommuniation and turn theswith to the orresponding proess. With the olle-tive method, this may weaken the e�et of noise andimprove the key generation rate. For instane, if the ef-fet of olletive dephasing noise is greater than that ofolletive rotation noise, the swith turns to the proessof the �rst protool, and vie versa.

We an inrease the number of ontrollers by send-ing the transmitted photons to them. In ontrast tothe ontrolled ommuniation protools that need tohange the number of entangled photons in the origi-nal state, Alie only needs to transmit a B sequenethrough all the ontrollers suessively and requirethem to perform ontrol operations, whih an inreasethe number of the ontrollers. Independently of thenumber of the ontrollers, eah three-photon entangledstate an generate a one-bit seret key.In these protools, the reeiver and the ontrollerare not required to have a tehnique for storing pho-tons, that is, they may operate on the photon pairsreahing them without delay. If the photon ost in theseurity hek is not onsidered, the e�ienies of thetwo protools in the orresponding noise hannel arelose to 100%.678
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 IB2 ; U2 = (�z)B1 
 IB2 ;U3 = (�x)B1 
 (�x)B2 ;U4 = (�x�z)B1 
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 IB2 ; U2 = (�z)B1 
 (�z)B2 ;U3 = (�z)B1 
 (�x)B2 ; U4 = IB1 
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